
Product Overview 

SearchXS-RM for  
OpenText Records Management 
 

Simplicity and Power 
Applications designed by the 
business – for the business. 

Deliver… the full power of 
Content Server Search up 
and across the Enterprise  

Transform business and user 
group perception of Content 
Server Search capability… 
…see user adoption increase 
rapidly 

Create…and deploy multiple 
lightweight function / role 
focused search screens…in 
minutes… give users what 
they want 

Embed… simple advanced 
search capability across your 
corporate intranet…and your 
Microsoft Sharepoint 
interfaces …easily 

 
 

SEARCHXS-RM provides an innovative and intuitive new approach to 
searching and retrieval of information based on any combination of Content 
Server Records Management metadata, multiple custom category attributes 
and your full document content search.  

New fresh, simple to build and intuitive interfaces delivering powerful 
search capability and results in a format that meets the specific differing 
needs of corporate, project and operational business groups - significantly 
increasing your ROI in Livelink ECM. 

 

Leveraging value from Content Server Search  

Increased accuracy and relevance of information retrieved in data sets that 
reflect how your users think when looking for information on which they base 
their next decision.  

Increased productivity…facilitating the change from a time consuming browsing 
culture to ‘search and find’ reducing time spent looking for information, giving 
you, your group and your organisation the competitive edge, allowing users to 
focus on using information to make better informed decisions…faster. 
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Significantly reduced 
training time and costs 

Accelerate user adoption 
and increase utilization 

Increase productivity 
with reduced learning 
curves 

Allows users to focus on 
their data, information 
and knowledge 

Enhance ease of access 
to information across the 
organisation 

Spend less time looking for information - more time using it...  

      ...making better informed decisions...faster! 

Results returned in a selectable grid or list format with selected attributes display. 

 

It’s a single click... 

…to display format in Grid or List 

…to sort results by column (attribute) 

…to export results to spreadsheet application 

…to open/edit selected document with LL Explorer integration 

…to view all file attributes  

…to go to file location in native Livelink 

 

 

Benefits 

Leveraging Value to the end user… [Preview here]  

Leveraging core search functionality to an intuitive interface 

Deploying search screens that reflects specif ic business group language 

Allowing even inexperienced users to create complex queries… transparently 

Delivering results in a format that your users need and understand 

Providing dynamic interface between results and your document applications 

…by making it easy to... [Preview here] 

Build search screens that meet the business user requirement… easily 

Deploy search screens that reflects specif ic business group language… easily 

Create default value searches and slices… easily 

Embed advanced search capability across your corporate intranet… easily 
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